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Lamo talgida or talgida lamo �

Bjarne SimmeLkjær Sandgaard HanSen

Lamo talgida or talgida lamo
an indication of a paradigmatic ablative  
in Proto-norse?

introduction
On the Skovgårde rosette clasp (dk Sj 79), dated 210/220–2�0/260 Ce 
and unearthed 1988, we find the inscription t¿lGiD¿: OM l¿ talgida : 
omal written on the inner side of the catch plate. The first word, located 
closest to the bow and immediately next to the separation mark, is to be 
read from the left to the right (talgida) and the second probably from the 
right to the left (lamo), as indicated by the fact that m has been carved 
earlier than o and by the orientation of the branches of l and a, in a quasi-
boustrophedon way, cf. e.g. grønvik (1994: 46), Stoklund (199�a: 322–
323) and antonsen (2002: 142–144).1 all runes are easily legible, but the 
commonly accepted interpretation, suggested by e.g. Stoklund (1991: 
90–99; 199�: 213–214; 199�a: 322–323) and nielsen (1993: 87–88) to be 
lamô talgidê ‘Lamô carved (this)’, raises two issues.

 1 For the anatomical terminology of rosette clasps see e.g. Skjødt (2009: 1�7).
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1 issue no. 1: talgida as a weak preterite 3.sg.
We know of no other instance of the weak preterite 3.sg. ending being 
attested in the form of -da. From the earliest sources (approximately 
160–��0 Ce) we know only the variants -de and -dai, the former of 
which can be accounted for as harking back to Pg *-dêT, while some 
regard the latter as a hypercorrection of the former, cf. e.g. krause (1971: 
1�8) and antonsen (197�: �, 12, 16) on this form as well as on the a-stem 
dative singular ending where identical conditions prevail. We cannot ex-
clude the possibility, however, that the lack of space between the final a 
of talgida and the separation mark would have forced the runecarver to 
omit an i of the originally intended representation of the ending, i.e. -dai 
-dê, cf. Stoklund (1991: 97).
 also, i remain unconvinced by the claim put forth by Syrett (1994: 
2�3–2�4) that -da may just be a third way of trying to render the weak 
preterite 3.sg. ending that should, in his view, be interpreted as Pn -dǣ, 
cf. also nielsen’s (2000: 160) first objection to this idea, viz. that only -ai 
and -e (but not -a) are known ways of representing the phonologically 
similar masculine dative singular a-stem ending -ê (< Pg *-ai).2 
 in following indirectly Hollifield (1980: 14�, 149–1�0, 160–162) and 

 2 in my view, Syrett’s mere assumption of the vowel of the ending -e -ê being actually 
Pg/Pn -ǣ is problematic; rather i would assert it as Pg/Pn -ê, i.e. a more closed variant, as 
indicated by the possible development of Pie *-êi1 /-êu1  > *-ei1 /-eu1  > Pg/Pn *-î/-iu opposed 
to Pie *-e1i/-e1u > *-é1i/-é1u > Pg *-ai/-au, cf. Hansen (2014: 160–162). in fact, only with 
certainty in gothic (and maybe elsewhere too in front of r where it is cross-linguistically to 
be expected, cf. e.g. Boutkan 199�: 271–273) do we find any reliable indication of lowering 
of unstressed Pg *ê.

The Skovgårde rosette clasp. Printed with the permission of the 
national museum of denmark/danske runeindskrifter.
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grønvik (1987: 180–181), nielsen (1993: 87–88; 2000: 160–163) raises a 
second objection to Syrett’s claim, viz. that he believes -da to be the only 
way of rendering the Proto-norse reflex of Pg *-dêT with the compet-
ing endings -de and -dai rather continuing a medio-passive Pg *-dai < 
Pie *-to1i that had penetrated into the weak preterite. However well it 
may fit formally, though, this analogical extension is semantically unmo-
tivated, as noted also by Lühr (1984: �0–�1).
 Lühr finds support in her criticism from Schuhmann (2016: 412–413), 
who also presents a recent and most valuable outline and criticism of all 
the previous proposals regarding this ending (2016: 408–413). He further 
revives and improves moltke’s (198�: 89) hypothesis by suggesting both 
-dai and -da to be scribal errors for -de on the grounds that at least the 
Skovgårde rosette clasp with its quasi-boustrophedon reading direction 
should be copied from a truly boustrophedonic original (2016: 413–41�). 
While i certainly do remain sympathetic towards this solution, i find it 
more profitable to search for an explanation that does not involve the 
assumption of scribal errors.

2 issue no. 2: the reading direction
not only is the boustrophedon-like mix of reading directions within the 
text almost unparalleled;3 also the overall starting point of the inscription 
is unexpected. if interpreted as lamo talgida lamô talgidê, the inscription 
commences by the pin-end of the catch plate and ends by the bow.
 With clasps of this type, however, we would, in my view, expect the 
opposite to be true as witnessed by the fact that, on four of the five re-
maining clasps, the inscriptions commence by the bow: Værløse (alugod, 
dk Sj 21, kj 11), nøvling (bidawarijaztalgidai, dk njy 48, kj 13a), 
næsbjerg (w¤ araf¤nisa¤ , dk Sjy 46, kj 13) and gårdlösa (ekunwodz, dk 
Sk 41, kj 12). Only on the partially damaged Himlingøje clasp 
(w¤ iduhudaz; dk Sj 74, kj 10) do we find a situation comparable to what 
is claimed for the Skovgårde clasp, i.e. of an inscription commencing by 
the pin-end of the catch plate and not by the bow, cf. e.g. Stoklund (1991: 
91–92) who adds – and with good reason, one might argue, seeing that we 
do still have one inscription to be read the opposite way – that we should 
not lend too much weight to the reading direction.

 3 antonsen (2002: 143–144) lists the poorly understood inscription on the darum brac-
teate 3 (liliz aiwui dai t uha, dr Br11) as the sole other example of this type that we may 
label hidden boustrophedon (antonsen 2002: 142–144) or, as i prefer, quasi-boustrophe-
don (grønvik 1994: 46).
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3 establishing the need for an alternative 
interpretation

even if the second issue may have turned out to be a non-issue, the first 
one still calls for a solution in the form of an alternative interpretation. 
One way of providing such one is to try reading the inscription in the 
more common direction, i.e. talgida lamo. Obviously, this may not do 
much of a difference to the final interpretation: we could still interpret 
the inscription as talgidê lamô ‘Lamô carved (this)’, only with the op-
posite word order.
 However, the word order VS is far less common in the Proto-norse 
corpus than that of SV. Of the 29 readable inscriptions containing an 
expressed subject and a finite verb, only one follows the VS word order 
with the remaining 28 inscriptions following the standard SV pattern,  
cf. antonsen (197�: 24).4 We may cautiously question, therefore, if lamo 
and talgida are really to be interpreted as a nominative singular of a per-
sonal name and a preterite form of Pn *talgijan ‘to cut, to carve’, respec-
tively, or if we might not benefit from considering alternative grammati-
cal forms. 
 again, since we cannot be absolutely certain as to the reading direc-
tion, this argument is clearly of limited strength, but as we have seen, that 
of the unexpected ending of talgida is not.

4 Possible alternative interpretations of talgida
Taking talgida first, we may straightforwardly understand it as a preter-
ite participle talgida of the verb *talgijan, either in the strong neuter 
nominative/accusative singular or in the strong masculine accusative 
 singular. in fact, this is only one of two options that, unlike Stoklund’s 
traditional interpretation of talgida as talgidê, do not require any addi-

 4 Obviously, antonsen’s study does not include inscriptions unearthed within the last 
four decades. it is doubtful, however, if the inclusion of these newer findings would 
 seriously challenge his results. actually, though conducted with a slightly different focus, 
viz. on the placement of the verb in the entire sentence and not only in relation to the sub-
ject, eythórsson’s (2011: 32–40) very recent study of Proto-norse syntax reaches the same 
conclusion in this particular regard: in the verb-second framework claimed by eythórsson 
to be valid for Proto-norse, SV is the default word order whenever nothing precedes; only 
when a phrase precedes the subject and the verb do we find inversion.
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tional interpretation of the -a as representing anything else than face 
value. The ending -a harks back to Pg *-an < Pie *-om, i.e. the ending 
that we find also in e.g. horna ‘horn’ on the golden Horn of gallehus 
(dk Sjy 60, dr 12, kj 43).
 One issue for us to consider here, though, is the circumstance that, if 
talgida be taken as a neuter rather than a masculine form of the participle, 
we might have expected it to display the form Pn *talgidat(V) seeing 
that, while in the gothic adjectival paradigm both the nominal (goth.  
-Ø < Pg *-an) and the pronominal (goth. -ata < Pg *-at-V) neuter 
nominative/accusative singular endings prevail, the pronominal variant 
dominates in its north germanic counterpart (On -t). However, this 
dominance of the pronominal variant in the north germanic adjectival 
paradigm constitutes a problem only if one believes Proto-norse to be 
the direct ancestor of north germanic exclusively and not also of West 
germanic, and even so the attestation of residual nominal forms in Old 
norse such as lang ‘long’ (n.nom./acc.sg.) < Pn *lang-a < Pg *lang-an, 
cf. e.g. noreen (1923: 290) and Boutkan (199�: 300), conclusively invali-
dates any objection to the claim that talgida may, at least on the formal 
level, straightforwardly represent a neuter form of the participle with the 
nominal variant of the ending.
 For the sake of exhaustion, we must not be oblivious to the second 
option that does not require any additional interpretation of the -a as 
representing another sound value than -a, viz. grønvik’s (1994: 46–47, 
�1–�3) claim that talgida represents a weak masculine nominative singu-
lar of an agent noun (n-stem) ‘carver’. grønvik sees no problem in assert-
ing an agentive function for the Proto-norse suffix and an abstract func-
tion for its later north and West germanic comparanda (for which cf.  
e.g. krahe & meid 1967: 146–147), since transition from agentive to ab-
stract semantics may be a far from unparalleled development. This type 
is reportedly (grønvik 1994: �1–�3) found only in a few fossilised forms 
where it was soon to be ousted by the productive -jan-type.� While i do 
not disagree on that, i cannot escape dwelling on the more serious cir-
cumstance that grønvik’s analysis of this form and his interpretation of 
the inscription as talgida lamô ‘the carver (is) Lamô’ entail the presence 
of two variants of the same ending in a single inscription, viz. weak  

 � grønvik’s statement as to the distribution, frequency and productivity obviously con-
cerns only the specific type in Pg *-idan-. it may be worth noting here that n-stem agent 
nouns as such are not rare in the germanic languages, only the widespread type is a pri-
mary formation made with radical zero grade, if applicable, as in Oe lida, On liði ‘travel-
ler’, cf. e.g. krahe & meid (1967: 93).
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m.nom.sg. -a and -ô;6 whereas we may indeed find both versions present 
in different inscriptions from the same period, e.g. niþijo and swarta in 
the illerup findings, we seem not to find variation within an inscription. 
For that reason alone, i clearly favour the participial analysis suggested 
above.7

� Possible alternative interpretations of lamo
Turning now our attention towards lamo, we are faced with multiple op-
tions, cf. e.g. Boutkan (199�: 449–4�3) and nielsen (2000: 8�–86). grant-
ed the assumption that it represents a nominal rather than a verbal form, 
we could choose to follow the proponents of the traditional analysis and 
claim it to represent the Pg *-ôn ending of the n-stem nominative singu-
lar, cf. e.g. the personal names wagnijô, harisô and leþrô. However, seeing 
that we may already have established talgida as another nominative (or 
accusative) form of this two-word inscription, that claim would turn out 
to be highly unlikely, cf. my argument above. if talgida is, indeed, a nom-
inative of the participle, we would expect it to concord in gender and 
number with other nominatives, but as already noted, whereas talgida is 
in the neuter singular, lamô would as an n-stem nominative singular be 
either masculine or feminine.8 also, if talgida is a masculine or neuter 
accusative singular form, we would expect it to represent the direct ob-
ject of a finite transitive verb, but with the interpretation of lamô as the 
nominative singular of a weak (n-stem) adjective, no such verbs are 
present in the inscription.
 a different but equally unattractive interpretation is that of lamo lamô 
as an accusative singular of a feminine ô-stem, cf. e.g. rûnô ‘rune’, -kundô 

 6 if, of course, lamô is not the nominative singular of a feminine n-stem. For the vigor-
ous and ongoing discussion on the gender of the n-stem nominative singular forms ending 
in Pn -ô as well as of the impact of the existence of n-stem nominative singular forms in 
both -a and -ô see e.g. krause (1968: 166), johnsen (1969: 46), krause (1971: �0–�1), anton-
sen (197�: 21), jasanoff (1980: 377, on the indo-european precursor of Pn -a < Pg *-ǣn), 
grønvik (1981: 6�–67; 1987: 180), nielsen (1993: 8�–93), Syrett (1994: 134–1�2), anders-
son (199�: 30–33), Stoklund (199�: 216), nedoma (1997: 112–113), grønvik (1998: 129–
132), nielsen (2000: 1�3–1��, 199), antonsen (2002: 261–273) and Peterson (2004: 3).
 7 For the same reason, we may disregard the theoretical possibility of interpreting 
 talgida as a weak masculine nominative singular of a preterite participle. 
 8 On the gender of this specific form lamô see e.g. Brylla (1993: 34), nielsen (1993: 87–
88), Syrett (1994: 144), Seebold (199�: 163), Stoklund (199�: 213; 199�a: 322–323), nielsen 
(2000: 86, 1�4, 199), antonsen (2002: 268–269) and Peterson (2004: 13).
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‘birth, lineage’ and laþô ‘invitation’ (all f.acc.sg.). Here, too, we are faced 
with the problem of lacking a finite transitive verb.
 From a semantic point of view, the most attractive interpretation would 
probably be ‘carved for Lamuz’, as made possible by the assumption that 
lamo would be a dative singular of a u-stem, i.e. Pn -ô (< Pg *-au < Pie 
*-e1u, cf. Hansen 2014: 160–162). Formally, however, we are faced with 
the obstacle that the germanic adjective for ‘lame’ is everywhere to be 
found as a traditional a-/ô-stem in its strong form and an n-stem in its 
weak form. U-stem adjectives are, albeit relatively few in number, attested 
for germanic in general, but we do not find any u-stem traces with this 
particular root in the other germanic languages. also, even if a u-stem 
dative singular form in Pn -ô < Pg *-au may actually be attested, cf. e.g. 
the much-debated hakuþo hakuþô of the noleby stone (kj 67), we have 
much better evidence for the competing ending Pn -iu -iu (< Pg *-e1u < 
Pie *-ê1u), cf. e.g. kunimudiu kunimundiu (kj 136) and further the Old 
norse i-umlauting u-stem dative singular ending -i. The unlikelihood of 
the existence of a u-stem adjective Pg/Pn *lamuz automatically also 
renders improbable the assumption, albeit formally irreproachable, of 
lamo being a u-stem vocative singular ending in Pn *-ô (< Pg *-au < 
Pie *-e1u, cf. again Hansen 2014: 160–162).
 Our chances of a successful alternative interpretation would therefore 
increase if we abide by the prerequisite that lamo must represent a form 
of an a-/ô-stem strong adjective or n-stem weak adjective. Besides the 
n-stem nominative singular and ô-stem accusative singular dealt with 
above, the only two options left are 1) the genitive plural Pn -ô (< Pg 
*-ỗn/-ôan, cf. e.g. Boutkan 199�: 194–196 for discussions of this ending) 
of an a-, ô- or maybe even n-stem and 2) the ablative singular -ô (< Pg 
*-ôt < Pie *-ôd/-âd) of an a-stem, i.e. the form found in fossilised ad-
verbs such as Pg *galîkôt ‘like’ > goth. galeiko, On glíka, OS gilicô  
and OHg gilîhho, cf. e.g. Boutkan (199�: 181–182). in my view, we may 
easily discard the former solution for semantic reasons; no sensible inter-
pretation can ever emerge from such a nominal phrase (‘carved of lame 
ones; the lame ones’ carved thing’ etc.).
 The second option, i.e. an a-stem ablative singular Pn -ô (< Pg *-ôt) 
makes much better sense provided that we may understand the ablative 
as a way of expressing agency, i.e. ‘carved by Lamaz’.9 This would, how-

 9 granted the transformation of the old a-stem ablative singular ending into a general, 
adverbial suffix in the germanic languages, we might also try applying another possible 
interpretation, viz. ‘lamely carved; cut in a lame way’, but that would, in my view, seem a 
curious statement to write.
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ever, not only be the only known attestation of an (adverbially fossilised 
or paradigmatic) ablative singular in Proto-norse, cf. Boutkan (199�: 
4�1), but also the only known attestation of a paradigmatic, i.e. not 
 adverbially fossilised, ablative in any of the ancient germanic languages, 
cf. e.g. krause (1968: 139, 20�). However, the general, wide-spread at-
testation of adverbs reflecting Pg *-ôt in all germanic branches reveals 
that the assumption of this form having existed also in Proto-norse 
might not be that far-fetched, after all. also, seeing that Proto-norse is 
the oldest attested germanic language at all, predating even the gothic 
corpus with at least one century, it is not unlikely, though admittedly 
still a very tentative suggestion, that a paradigmatic ablative could have 
existed at this time only to be lost both in the north and West ger-
manic descendants of Proto-norse and in its east germanic sister 
branch.
 another possible, formal objection to the idea of lamo representing an 
a-stem ablative singular is constituted by the fact that, even though the 
germanic languages certainly do know of compounded a-stem personal 
nouns, the hypocoristics of these tend to be formed as n-stems rather 
than a-stems, but the former type does occur, cf. e.g. Brylla (1993: 33) 
and Petersson (2004: 46–48). also, as aptly pointed out by Boutkan 
(199�: 182), the Pg *-ôt suffix has been extended to other stem forma-
tions, too, at least in its adverbial function, cf. e.g. goth. sinteino ‘always’ 
formed from the i-stem adjective sinteins ‘daily’. in that way, lamô may 
either straightforwardly reflex an a-stem ablative singular or represent an 
n-stem form to which the a-stem ablative singular ending has been sec-
ondarily transferred.
 For the sake of completeness, we should also consider the possibility 
of lamo being a verb. in that case, it can only be indicative 1.sg. (Pn lamô 
< Pg *lamôjô) ‘i lame something carved’, subjunctive 1./3.sg. (Pn lamô 
< Pg *lamôjain/lamôjaiT) ‘i/he shall lame something/someone carved; 
something carved shall lame’ or, though less likely on the basis of the 
resulting OV word order, imperative 2.sg. (Pn lamô < Pg *lamôje) ‘lame 
something/someone carved!’ of a class ii weak verb Pn *lamôn ‘to lame’ 
(< Pg *lamôjanan). On the intuitive level, none of these utterances make 
much sense. also, even if a class ii weak verb is attested in the later ger-
manic languages, cf. e.g. me lamed ‘lamed’ (< Pg *lamôd-), we have 
much more substantial evidence for the reflects of a class i weak verb Pg 
*lamjanan ‘to beat up, to cripple, to lame’ constituting the factitive to  
Pg *lama- ‘lame’ in the ancient germanic languages, cf. e.g. On lemja 
‘to flog, to beat (down), to suppress’, Oe lemian ‘to lame, to cripple, to 
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strike’, OS lemmian ‘to cripple’ and OHg lemjan ‘to cripple, to lame’ 
(kroonen 2013: 326). Thus, the class ii variant would resemble a late in-
novation.

6 ablatives marking the agent of  
a passive construction

Before accepting the claim of lamô being an ablative singular with agen-
tive function, we need examine if agency is an expected, semantic func-
tion of that case. an initial scrutiny of the relevant passages of the semi-
nal work by Brugmann & delbrück (1893: 200–217, 268–269) leaves us 
with a negative answer to that question: nowhere do Brugmann & del-
brück describe agency of a passive construction as a function of the abla-
tive. Basing their judgement on indo-iranian and Slavic evidence, they 
rather regard this semantic function as tied to the instrumental of  
means, cf. Ved. śasyáse vácobhih¤  ‘you are praised by/with words’ and Us¤ ấ 
 ribhyate vásis¤t¤haih¤  ‘Us¤as is praised by the Vasis¤t¤has (pl.)’ as well as OCS 
trı̆stı̆ li větromı̆ dvižema ‘k£lamoj ØpÕ ¢nšmou saleuÒmenoj; a reed 
shaken by the wind?’ (Luk 7:24) and iskušajemŭ sotonoją ‘peirazÒmenoj 
ØpÕ toà Satan© being tempted by Satan’ (mark 1:13). Pn -o can in no 
means continue a Pie instrumental *-oh1 > Pg *-ô, though, since that 
would most definitely have yielded Pn *-u, cf. the development of the 
formally identical endings of the present 1.sg. Pie *-ô > Pg *-ô > Pn  
-u (gibu, writu) and â-stem nominative singular Pie *-eh2 > Pg *-ô > 
Pn *-u (laþu, leubu),10 cf. e.g. Boutkan (199�: 224, 308–309). We need 
therefore continue our search for languages rendering agency in a passive 
construction with the ablative.
 in Latin, the ablative may actually be used for marking agency in a 
passive construction. Usually, however, the ablative alone will not suf-
fice; accompaniment of the semantically separative preposition â, ab 
‘from’ is often most required, as in e.g. Lat. deficî ab arte ‘to be let down 
by science/the art’. more importantly, even though the preposition â, ab 
designates the semantic function of the separative, this use of the ablative 

 10 also, though formally yielding Pn -o, cf. my comments on the formally identical 
genitive plural ending, an instrumental in Pg *-ôn < Pie *-ôm is not an option, since such 
a form is no longer reconstructed for Proto-indo-european, cf. e.g. Boutkan (199�: 
181��).
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is generally regarded as inherently instrumental in perfect accordance 
with the fact that the Latin ablative constitutes an amalgamation of the 
indo-european ablative, instrumental and locative cases, cf. e.g. Hof-
mann & Szantyr (196�: 101, 122) and Blake (2001: 1�7). For that reason, 
the Latin situation might not add much to our survey.
 almost the same goes for Hittite where the ablative becomes the 
 default case for marking agency in a passive construction but where, 
however, that semantic function has clearly been taken over from the 
instrumental together with the inherently instrumental function of ex-
pressing the “means by which”, as is evident from the examples of Hitt. 
kinuna ammuk mNIR.GÁL LUGAL-uš tuedaz [IŠ]TU dU pih̄aššašši 
šallanuwanza arkuwêškemi ‘now, i, king muwatalli, who have been 
raised up by you, O Stormgod of P., am offering (this) prayer’ as against 
zah̄h̄iyaz katta dah̄h̄un ‘i captured (the cities) through battle’, cf. e.g. 
Hoffner & melchert (2008: 76–77, 266–267).
 We must not forget, however, that, even though agency in a passive 
construction was most likely expressed by means of the instrumental 
case in Proto-indo-european, that situation by no means entails the im-
possibility of this semantic function to be taken over by another case in 
the descendants of Proto-indo-european. The agent of a passive con-
struction in modern armenian actually serves as confirmation of just 
that scenario in that it is rendered by the ablative case as exemplified by 
arm. indznicc mišt sirvum êir ‘you were always loved by me’ and 
azatič cnericc azatveccinkc ‘we were freed by the liberators’, the inflec-
tional endings -icc and -nericc marking the ablative singular and plural, 
respectively, cf. e.g. gulian (1902: 72).11 Contrary to the Latin ablative, 
its armenian counterpart has not fused with other cases and has for-
mally as well as functionally remained a distinctive category, for which 
reason its range of semantic functions roughly mirrors the Proto-indo-
european situation, cf. gulian (1902: 9). as such, the armenian evidence 
demonstrates that, though probably no direct continuation of the Proto-
indo-european situation, the use of ablative for marking the agent in a 
passive construction is indeed possible and, more importantly, can be-
come a reality for the indo-european daughter languages.

 11 Compared to Classical armenian, this use of the ablative must be seen as an innova-
tion, since in Classical armenian there is no echo of the agentive function within the se-
mantic sphere of the ablative, cf. e.g. meillet (1913: 81–83). also, the modern armenian 
ablative in -icc cannot formally continue the Classical armenian one, cf. meillet (1913: 
44–4�). rather, it must have had its origin in the i-stems where it functioned as genitive/ 
dative/ablative plural; its origin in Proto-indo-european terms is disputed.
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 Considering now the semantic functions of an ablative, we may hy-
pothesise that the “source from which” may be as equally an attractive 
interpretation of the agent in a passive construction as the “means by 
which”, which is what is normally rendered by the instrumental. Finnish 
may actually provide us with an indirect, typological proof that such a 
hypothesis is not entirely far-fetched. in Finnish, the agent of a passive 
verb is normally rendered by the genitive with toimesta ‘on the part of’ 
as in Vaasan Asevelikylä rakennettiin rintamamiesten toimesta vuosina 
1946–55 ‘the Vaasa veteran village was built in 1946–�� by war veterans’, 
cf. e.g. manninen & nelson (2004: 24�–246) and Fromm (1982: 234–23�, 
287–288). With passive constructions rendered in translation from Swed-
ish, however, my Copenhagen colleague Pia-maria Päiviö has pointed 
out to me (p.c.) that, in writing, some speakers of Finnish used to display 
a tendency of translating an overt agent, marked in Swedish by a prepo-
sitional phrase with av ‘of, from’, with a noun in the ablative but that the 
suitability of this type of construction was later disputed, the Finnish 
ablative being in essence more locative than agentive. We may see the old 
and now abandoned practice in e.g. ia neliekymende peiue kiusatin 
Perchelelde ‘diebus quadraginta et temptabatur a diabolo; for forty days 
he was tempted by the devil’ (agricola) and hen Racastetan minun 
Iseldeni ‘he is loved by my father’ (agricola), cf. e.g. Häkkinen (1944: 
360–361, 478) and Lehikoinen & kiuru (1993: 164). albeit in disagree-
ment with the standard practice of Finnish, this way of translating serves 
as proof that not only the instrumental but also the ablative may intui-
tively encompass the function of agency in passive constructions and, 
consequently, indicates at least the possibility of lamô being an ablative 
with the function of agent of the passive participle talgida.
 along the same lines, we may benefit from a brief survey of the ways 
in which some of the modern european languages render the agent of a 
passive construction. Like Latin, many of them use prepositional phrases 
for this purpose, and while in some cases this preposition is inherently 
instrumental in function (cf. e.g. english by, French par, dutch door), its 
inherent function is certainly ablative or separative in others (cf. e.g. 
danish af, Swedish, av, german von). it may be noteworthy here that, in 
modern times, the function of agency in a passive construction is paired 
with the ablative, or rather an inherently ablatival prepositional phrase, 
in exactly the area where Proto-norse used to be spoken.
 attempting to expound the interpretation of lamô as an ablative, we 
may finally consider an alternative path of reasoning: the speakers of 
Proto-norse, some of whom were undoubtedly influenced by the neigh-
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bouring romans and their Latin language on many levels,12 had come to 
know of the Latin practice of using the ablative and would thus copy that 
grammatical feature to their own language by way of using for this 
 function their own ablative. Speaking in favour of such a grammatical 
borrowing is the circumstance that the functions and developmental his-
tory of the germanic or Proto-norse ablative must, to a great extent, 
have matched those of its Latin counterpart in that it had originally a 
truly ablative function (“source from which”) and would later also – and 
ultimately exclusively – be used for the derivation of manner adverbs 
(“in X way”), the semantic function of which largely overlaps with that 
of the instrumental (“by means of X”), which is incorporated also in the 
Latin ablative category as mentioned above. in other words, both man-
ner adverbs and instrumentals can answer to a question of “how”.

7 Conclusion
To sum up, we are faced with three probable interpretations of the 
 Skovgårde rosette clasp, viz. either ‘Lamô carved (this)’ as originally 
 suggested by Stoklund (1991: 90–99; 199�: 213–214; 199�a: 322–323), 
‘the carver (is) Lamô’ as suggested by grønvik (1994: 46–47, �1–�3), or 
the new interpretation ‘carved by Lamaz/Lamô’ suggested by me in this 
article.
 Whereas the first interpretation presupposes an aberrant form of the 
weak preterite 3.sg. ending -dê as well as a reading direction different 
from the one that we would a priori expect and the second one operates 
with the presence of two different weak masculine nominative singular 
endings next to each other, the new one presented here may face the 
problems of lamô being, at least originally, an a-stem rather than an  
n-stem form and of assuming an otherwise unattested paradigmatic 
 ablative for the rendering of the agent.
 Hence follows that, with this article, i have wished merely to intro-
duce a third interpretation to be tentatively considered. i will leave it to 
the scholarly community to decide which of the three options to prefer, 
if any.

 12 For a survey see e.g. jensen (2013: 716–732, 73�–736, 7�8–782) on the cultural affini-
ties and Braunmüller (2004: 23–47) on different kinds of linguistic influence from Latin on 
Proto-norse.
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List of abbreviations
acc. accusative
arm. armenian
f. feminine
goth. gothic
Hitt. Hittite
Lat. Latin
m. masculine
n. neuter
nom. nominative
O object (syntactic function)
OCS Old Church Slavonic
Oe Old english
OHg Old High german
On Old norse
OS Old Saxon
Pg Proto-germanic
Pie Proto-indo-european
pl. plural
Pn Proto-norse
S subject (syntactic function)
sg. singular
T unspecified dental obstruent
V unspecified vowel
V verb (syntactic function)
Ved. Vedic Sanskrit
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